MY SHIP IS LOADED WITH

Information
“My ship is loaded with” is an indoor game – which assumes that the participants have a good vocabulary and are good to remember.
Number and age of the participants may vary, but the game gets better – the more people that participate.

The game

The game starts with everyone sitting in a ring.
Afterwards – the teacher – choose a letter in the alphabet, and a
The order involved in a determined either by throwing a ball or a ball of yarn in the lap of the person to respond, or you can spin a bottle or let it stop at the person who is going to answer.

The person will then tell/say: “My ship is loaded with….

(for example – the letter is B, and the task is fruit)…..BANANAS.”

(which starts with the chosen letter an belongs to the task).

If the answer is right, the answer’s throw the ball in the next lap or spin the bottle.

The same letter and new words from the task are still to be used.

It is not allowed to use the same words over again.

CONTINUE until there are no words left.

(Great discussions can occur for phrases such as bicycles, bicycle seats, bike bags etc. If you have not agreed on rules for such).